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SpecFlow

SpecFlow: Potter Stewart Court House - Cincinnati, OH
Contractor - Berglund Construction Company

SPECFLOW is a cement based, non-shrinking, self-leveling 
floor underlayment designed for interior use. This single 
component product produces a smooth subfloor that will accept 
floor coverings in as little as 12-18 hours after installation. 
Just mix SPECFLOW with water, pour or pump, and it will seek 
its own level to produce a smooth, flat, hard surface.

Potter Stewart Courthouse houses the U.S. 
sixth circuit court of appeals.

Superior SpecChem service and product 
performance allowed Berglund Construction 
Company to maintain an ambitious completion 
timetable without sacrificing quality. SpecFlow’s 
self-leveling performance, ample work time and 
ability to be applied up to 2” kept Berglund on 
schedule and within budget.

SpecFlow Performance:
Exceptional adhesion and ability to withstand building 
dynamics

Superior durability in a tough construction environment

Excellent flow ability and finish to reduce labor cost

More than 1,500 Bags Used

Share the Success
SpecPoxy Grout

 High Performance/High Strength Epoxy Grout

The newest thrill is now installed at the Circus 
Circus hotel in Las Vegas, NV. El Loco’s design 
pushes the limits of what can be accomplished 
with a smaller footprint, maximizing space with a 
soaring, eye-catching structure. Riders experience 
twists, turns and drops very unique in the coaster 
world as they ascend 90 feet before dropping 
over and under to experience a 1.5 vertical-G. 
The indoor rollercoaster required very specific 
requirements. SpecChem’s SpecPoxy Grout 
exceeded the needs of a product with high early 
strength, high compressive strength, bond and 
tensile strength for vibration application, impact 
resistance and high flow capability.

SpecChem provides the most 
comprehensive concrete chemical 
systems in the industry. For more 
information call your local SpecChem 
sales professional. 816.968.5600 or 
www.specchemllc.com
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ContaCt your SpeCChem profeSSional for more information.

Specpoxy Grout: Circus Circus
Contractor: mJ Dean                las Vegas, nV
196 cubic feet!
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GREENCONSCIOUS

Specpoxy Grout
High Strength Epoxy Grout

• High Flow Capability
• Volume Stability
• Fast-Cure
• High Early Strength
• High Compressive, Bond, 
and tensile Strength


